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Magnitude of capitalism in Indian Markets 

Abstract: 

Capitalism is one of the most successful models of the world. Capitalism was evolved in India with The British 

Empire during colonial rule. After Independence from the colonial, India had adopted socialist structure with 

Property rights, great stress was on Public sector but gradually India has taken a different stand after 19991 

which are more focused towards capitalism structure. India is now following free market structure. This has 

resulted increase in employment opportunities. Very recently Government has launched Make in India 

Campaign to welcome different entrepreneurs from different countries to set up their production units in India. 

We have number of multi-national companies operating in India. 

 

What is Capitalism? 

The most acceptable view of capitalism among many was given by Karl Marx and Adam Smith, in the book titled, 

“The Wealth of Nations” has given the basic features of Capitalism. According to it capitalism is defined as, an 

economic system which has two basic pillars i.e, private ownership of the means of production and profit 

maximisation. This can be further explained as existence of free enterprises where price mechanism can 

function on the bases of free forces of supply and demand with minimum or no government intervention. One 

of the underlying features of this system is the power of individual to choose what to produce, how to produce 

it, and for whom to produce. The free market system is called as Laissez- Faire system. 

Karl Marx, was one of the critique of Capitalism. He considered Capitalism as one of the step towards Socialism.  

He believed Capitalism to be run by wealthy classes purely for profit maximisation, and predicted that, like 

previous socioeconomic systems, it would inevitably produce internal tensions which would lead to its self-

destruction and replacement by a new system, socialism. According to Marx, by accepting money as the 

universal equivalent, capitalism eventually manages to exploit the labourer upon whom all value ultimately lies. 

The aim of the capitalist thus becomes “the unceasing movement of profit-making”, by exploiting the labourer 

and making money as a commodity in it-self. 

Objective of this paper: 

Objective this paper is to study with the nature of Indian economy. How capitalism was adopted here in Indian 

markets. What are the salient features of current capitalism in practice? Publishing this paper as a part of a 

global academic project titled “The Nature and Evolution of Capitalism in All World” namely NECAW PROJECT. 

Methodology: 

This study is done on the basis of secondary data from different academic sources. Writer’s observations and 

experiences have influence over this paper too. This is completely secondary source based academic paper 

which can increase the reader’s knowledge about Indian Market. 

Literature Review:  



Formally, capitalism in Indian Market was evolved with the British under their colonial rule. The British made 

drastic changes in land revenue system in agriculture, which was the dominated occupation of that time. These 

changes spread materialism in Indian market. According to this new system of land revenue, farmers had to pay 

the revenue in cash so they become more oriented towards cash crops. Formal markets were introduced and 

hence this system had changed the indigenous industries of the country. The process of deindustrialization was 

widespread, which destroyed the indigenous handicraft and handloom industries. Gradually international 

industrial links had developed and as a result Mercantilist economy was established. Due to these inter-linkages 

with world economy, India could not remain isolated from world system of Capitalism. As a result, the 

plantation industries of indigo, tea and coffee were the first to be introduced in India. There was monopoly in 

ownership by European traders. Introduction of railways, factories for cotton textiles, jute, and coal mining 

industries were started in India. This had given boost to India’s foreign trade. Thus, the establishment of modern 

capitalist industries began in India during the second half of the nineteenth century. In 1907, Indian got its first 

heavy industry as iron and steel Industry by J.R.D.Tata. When the economic foundations of the British Empire 

weakened during early nineteenth century, Indian capitalists provide huge funds to the nationalist movement. 

Their investment in political parties reaped out after independence of India in 1947. After independence, India 

had adopted a strategy of protection, import‐substituting industrialization and ‘planned’ economic 

development. Here the government had to play the role of guiding and directing economic activity. The public 

sector was designed the industries shape of the economy. The public sector started dominating the mining, oil 

and gas, electricity, financial sectors, and some heavy manufacturing industries. The private sector was also in 

existence but limited in manufacturing sector. Government had adopted to follow mixed economy with some 

features of socialism like five year plans as well as property ownership rights. During initial stage of 

development, the Nehruvian strategy of ‘self-reliance’ was adopted which served the interest of industrialist of 

the economy. It had reduced the role of foreign trade in the economy, and thus increase market share of Indian 

business groups, that had the market strategy followed in the colonial era. The government had gradually 

decreased its control over industrial houses after implication of Industrial policy resolution (IPR) 1948, 

1956.during gulf war India had faced crisis of Foreign exchange and hence new economic policy (NEP 1991) was 

implemented which had opened its tariff and quota restriction on import. 

 Distinct features of Indian Capitalism 

Among all Third World countries that are under capitalist development, Indian experience is a little different 

from the rest. In recent times, India has drawn attention of the world as one of the largest and fastest growing 

economy. Its GDP growth rate is more than 6% but its per capita income is still below then most of the countries 

of Western Europe and North America. A seven per cent increase in per capita income in India therefore gives 

rise to a smaller increment than a one per cent increase in the developed world. Few Indians are ranked 

amongst the wealthiest people of the world, but still the majority of the population is under extreme poverty. 

The structure of Indian economy is still agrarian; Fifty seven per cent of the workforce is engaged in agricultural 

activity (18 per cent is in industry and 25 per cent in services). This is the highest amongst the six largest 

developing economies, much more than of China’s 44 per cent. Agriculture’s share in GDP has of course come 

down drastically after independence in 1947 – from more than half to just 17 per cent today. Majorly this is due 

to exceptional growth of its services sector (Mazumdar 2010) and not due to sharp increase in Secondary sector. 

Economy has witness a gap between the services sector shares in output and employment in India. In secondary 

sector, we had a significant share is of the public sector, after NEP 1991 corporate sector dominated private 

organized sector. Foreign controlled multinationals (MNCs) account for an important share in it, but most of the 

Indian private corporate sector is made up of large Indian firms. These are typically family controlled but not 

family owned. Financial sector was also observed massive deregulation, which was according to neo‐liberal 

thinkers. After 1991 market has witness significant changes without drastic changes on working of capitalism in 



the economy. The impact of global economy and its mutual interaction has visible impact on Capital account. 

Financial sector liberalization have reduced the role of public sector institutions as suppliers of finance and 

stock‐market stabilizers, and altered the corporate financing system. Portfolio capital flows through Foreign 

Institutional Investors (FIIs) have become the important movers of the Indian stock market and determinants of 

the conditions whereby Indian firms could raise cheap capital through capital issues. The financing options of 

Indian big business firms have also changed as a result of increased access to foreign finance. This development 

of capital market has given a rise to Indian Industry 

Conclusion 

 Indian capitalism is distinctive and its distinctiveness is not disappearing under the pressure of 

Globalization. It can be stated that Capitalism is a long process which started with the decline of 

Feudalism in Western Europe in early 14th and 15th century continues to develop even now. It is a very 

dynamic process. It is good for the development of resources in any economy but when India got its 

freedom, it was poor Economy so very less resources therefore it was necessary to set up the basic 

Industries by Government gradually when people have investment capacity then Government loosened 

its control and then the actual essence of capitalism flourish in Indian Market.  

 Free market Economy with minimum Government intervention: India is an active member of different 

International Organization like WTO, SARC and BRICS. In the year 2015 BRICS has decided to open BRICS 

bank which has its headquarter are in china and leading person from India. 

 International cooperation and unrestricted foreign trade: Just after Independence India had opted for 

strict control on Imports but after 1991,the economy has lifted theses quota and tariff sanctions and 

hence international trade is moving forward with heavy foreign direct investment and foreign 

institutional investment 

 Dismantling family control of cooperate houses:  .till 1980s there was control of big business houses 

under a family but in the era of globalization it has replaced by board of members and now even the old 

family business houses are giving control to more eligible person outside the family. Two recent 

examples are Infosys and Tata’s. 

 Decreasing control of public sector. Government of India is shifting its concentration on infrastructural 

development rather than direct involvement in manufacturing Sector hence it is following the policy of 

disinvestment to welcome private entrepreneurs to provide more healthy opportunities for capitalism 

to grow. 

 Widespread migration and unequal regional growth: still there is gap in infrastructural development in 

Rural Areas hence development of Industries is more concentrated into urban areas. This lead to 

migration and high density of population into industrialized cities. High rate of migration become one of 

the responsible reason for growth of slums in urban area and de-urbanization in historical towns. 

 the Indian economy today bears no resemblance to the economy of several centuries ago. The cleavage 

between the agricultural interior and the cosmopolitan and outward-looking commercial towns 

continues to be deep, as in the past, and their politics remain divergent. Indeed, that misaligned politics 

is a source of uncertainty for economic policy and for the future of liberalism in India 
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Appendix 1 

Indian Capitalism Map 

Defining Capitalism in Brazil  
 
 
 

Influential 
thinkers 

Adam Smith 
John Maynards 
Keynes 
Joseph 
Schumpeter 
Karl Marx  
Werner Sombart 
Manmohan Singh 
Max Weber 
Amartya Sen 
Warren Dean 
Arvind Panagriha 
 

Common 
definitions 
of 
Capitalism 

1. Alienating 
system based on 
the exploration of 
man by man. 
2. 
Underdeveloped 
capitalism 
concentrates 
wealth and 
generates 
poverty. 
3. A system should 
be improved to 
support the 
poverty of millions 
of people 

Evolution 
of 
Capitalism 
in India 

1st stage 2nd stage 3rd stage 4th stage 5th stage 

Early Colonial 
period  
(1757-1905) 

Later colonial 
period 
(1900-1947) 

Contolled- 
economy  
Focus on import 
substituion. 
(1947-1991) 

Globalization and 
liberlisation  
(1991-2001) 

More focus 
on 
capitalism 
and active 
role in the 
BRICS 
(2001-2016) 

Supplier of raw 
mwterial for 
Industrilisation in 
europe, importer 
of their finished 
goods. 

Tea,Indigo and 
Coffee 
plantation 
with early 
devlopment of 
modern 
industries. 

 Focus on 
cottage and 
small scale 
Industries to 
provide 
employment but 
end with oil 
shock. 

Economy has 
lifted trade 
barriers and 
become 
knowledge based 
economy 

Integration 
with world 
economiy 
into an 
international 
area of 
capitalism. 

Main 
actors 

 Rich national 
entrepreneurs, 

Main 
institution 

Bank financial 
institutions,Self 

Role of State Very little,state is 
responsible to 

Mercantilist Capitalism 

United Kingdom 

Colony-India 

Industrial Capitalism 

Countries with less 

income  inequality. 

Countries with high 

income  inequalities. 

India 



Multi National 
companies of 
the world, 
Skilled and 
educated 
youths, 
 

Help Groups. provide ease in 
doing business 
and keeping 
income 
inequalitiues 
under control. 

The colonial past of Indian society has lntroduced modern method of production and 
connectivity through railways but extracted so much from the economy that people didn’t have 
investment capacity,education level was as low as 16%.At the time of independence we had 
vast unemployment,hunger and poverty that’s why state had plyed major role in providing 
Industrial base and gradually it has deregulated the environment so that private enterprenur 
could take the lead.In recent decades, Indian society has seen a trend of improvement in 
differnt development Indicator.different credit agencies has given the status to Indian Economy 
as the fastest growing economy with higest younger population in the world.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                             

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


